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TOKEN SALE

To finance the development of the platform and the introduction of the WinCoin token, as well as the formation of 

Jackpot prize funds and the financial reserve to guarantee any payout to the player, the TruePlay team decided 

to start a token sale. In the course of the token sale, WinCoin tokens will be sold, and will be used by market 

participants for mutual payments, that means circulation within the ecosystem of gambling and gaming.

PROJECT

TruePlay is a B2B platform with a complex of software solutions for online gaming business. TruePlay is not a 

gambling-provider. TruePlay only allows licensed gambling companies access to their software 

(Software-as-a-service). TruePlay technologies are aimed at developing online gaming and making it as legal and 

transparent as possible from any point of view.

Playing games with the honesty control, based on blockchain technologies, players can be sure that it is 

impossible to falsify the game outcome. Game statistics gives an understanding that games do meet world 

standards and are not tuned for losing.

Webmasters, who cooperate with gambling operators around the world, will be assured that the traffic is not cut.

Operators and game developers receive a decentralized structure of access to their game content around 

the world and protection from copying the brand and games.

DISCLAIMER 

This WhitePaper does not advice on financial, legal, investment, insurance and / or tax issues, but only provides 

general information about the TruePlay platform. 

In particular, this document describes the current and future developments of the TruePlay platform, which are 

planned to be implemented according to the Roadmap provided below. Roadmap can be adjusted according to 

market needs and expediency.
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MARKET OVERVIEW | VOLUME

TruePlay develops technologies for the following market participants:

Operators – licensed gambling companies that organize online gambling around the world, manage projects of 

online casinos, betting, online poker, online lotteries, etc. The annual income from online gambling, according 

to research, was approximately $ 50 billion in 2017 and is projected to be more than $ 80 billion by 2021. Online 

gambling is legal in 85 countries.

At the moment, TruePlay cooperates with the following operators:

• PokerDom is one of the leading online poker operators targeting former CIS countries. Accepts WinCoin tokens.

• Gamingtec is a platform for creating and running online casinos. Gamingtec launched the first pilot project based 

  entirely on TruePlay technologies: https://fairplay.io

OPERATORS 

Game developers – creators of game content, game mechanics and game math. There are dozens of game 

providers, players whose content can be seen in almost any online casino. These are such giants as:

• NetEnt is one of the most popular and sought after game providers in the world. The company's annual report for 

  the year 2016 shows that NetEnt handles 68k gaming transactions per minute, resulting in a profit 

  of 149.1 million euro.

• Microgaming has developed and served more than 450 slots, which are translated into 45 languages.

• Evolution Gaming specializes in developing and providing games for live casinos.

• Spinomenal has developed more than hundreds of HTML5 slots.

At the moment, the games of the Spinomenal are integrated into the TruePlay platform. 

 

GAME PROVIDERS

Affiliates are webmasters and affiliate programs, engage players in casinos, betting, poker and multiplayer online 

games with paid content or subscription fees. Webmasters attract from 10% to 40% of players to operator 

websites and receive a percentage of its revenue.

WEBMASTERS

PLAYERS

Players – according to analysts, the average annual increase in online gambling audience is about 15-20%.

According to J'son and Partners Consulting, the global online game market by 2021 will be almost 

$ 130 billion, with annual growth rate of 5.4%.

ONLINE GAMES
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Financial fraud

Carding, payments from stolen plastic cards are 

long-standing problems for operators of gambling 

sites. Nowadays more than 33% of operators 

indicate this problem in the segment (according 

to a survey conducted by the research 

department of CASEXE). The operator is 

practically powerless against this type of fraud, 

because they cannot prove the fact of providing 

the service, even if the payment was made by 

the cardholder himself.

Fear or unwillingness to take on the risk 

of instant payments

Operators cannot pay winnings to players 

instantly for various reasons. They need time 

to check documents, the win origin legitimacy 

and that there is not fraud on the part 

of the player.

Players mistrust and the high cost of 

creating a brand

Operators and game providers invest huge 

amounts of money in licensing, building a brand 

and gaining trust from players. At the same time, 

as soon as the brand becomes popular, 

immediately there are copies of projects that are 

apparently indistinguishable from the original, but 

with altered game mathematics and problems in 

paying out winnings. Such copies damage the 

reputation of brands, selecting a part of the 

audience that once has faced fraud. These players 

will never again trust the original project.

Absence of fraud

Making payments through WinCoin payment gate 

guarantees the provision of services through 

the blockchain technologies. The service is 

the enrollment of WinCoin tokens to the balance 

of WinCoin Wallet. For the operators, risk of 

financial fraud is completely removed.

Wincoin Wallet

Acceptance of WNC and other cryptocurrencies 

on their projects via a single protocol through 

the Wincoin Wallet payment gateway. A simple 

and multifunctional API allows you to quickly 

implement the receipt and payment in 

cryptocurrencies for any online project. This will 

repeatedly expand the traditional audience and 

will open access to a huge number of new 

customers.

Reduced costs for KYC / AML

There is no need for long and complex document 

checks in each individual project. All procedures 

are taken care of by TruePlay.

CDN 

The introduction of TruePlay CDN, which uses 

blockchain technology to decentralize resources, 

allows us to solve problems with the availability of 

game content in countries with insufficiently 

developed and unstable Internet connection, or 

problematic Internet coverage. We offer 

a solution for routing and determining the fastest 

and closest point of connection with the platform, 

to achieve stability and continuity of the game 

process.

OPERATORS 

Problems Solutions

MARKET PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS DEVELOPMENT
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Problems Solutions

Reserve

TruePlay provides operators a reserve for paying 

winnings, and instantly pays out winnings of any 

size from its account. Operators may no longer 

freeze the reserves that could be used for 

marketing and loyalty programs for players.

Bureaucratic slowness of large game 

provider companies   

The big game providers are still distrustful and 

cautiously approach to the blockchain 

technologies and cannot satisfy the needs of 

operators in expanding the audience to those 

players, who are accustomed with using 

cryptocurrencies. 

Lack of traffic for new operators

New operator has to build long-term trust 

relationships with affiliates, and invest large 

budgets in marketing in order to get quality 

traffic for the project. 

Affiliate program

A large volume of targeted traffic. A transparent 

affiliate program will attract major affiliates that 

will deliver quality traffic to projects from the 

Trueplay marketplace. In addition, we will provide 

an opportunity for the operator to exchange 

players, whose life cycle in a particular institution 

is exhausted, and receive additional profit.

Young projects and its lack of the budget 

for payments

In order to begin as a new operator, significant

 investments in licenses, marketing and into 

organization of operating activities are required. 

Therefore, often, new projects do not have 

enough reserves to pay out large winnings, 

expecting to earn money first and form the 

necessary reserve out of earnings. 

Worldwide 

The lack of geolocation of the project means that 

players from all over the world can play, because 

input and withdrawal of funds is carried out in 

WinCoin tokens, which can be purchased in any 

country where gambling is legal.

Game content

A large  of high-quality content. There will volume

be games on the platform from world game 

providers.
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PLAYERS

Problems Solutions

Difficulties with large deposits

Players who prefer to play with large bets are 

faced with various inconveniences when making 

large payments. Because of the various limits and 

restrictions of banks and processing companies, 

they have to split up payments into small 

amounts, and often give supporting 

documentation for each payment. All this takes 

time and creates additional costs.

Honesty control system

Unique honesty control system based on the 

blockchain technology allows the player to check 

the independence of the result from the bet made: 

the preliminary generation of a series of game 

rounds before the start of the game while 

preserving its hash in the blockchain allows the 

player to ensure the invariability of the result from 

the player's bet.

Absence of instant payments and difficulties with 

payment of large winnings 

Even big licensed casino operators have 

nontransparent and protracted payout process. 

Before making a payment, the casino will require 

a large amount of documents from the player, 

specify in its rules that payments are made within 

a few days, and not on weekends, and so on, so 

that the player has a chance to lose his winnings 

during payment waiting time. If a player wants to 

play in several casinos, the process of document 

verification must be repeated again and again. 

Players have no confidence in obtaining a win in 

the markets where the activity of online casinos is 

not regulated (so-called unregulated markets) and 

there are no levers of influence on the casino 

operator. 

Authorization with a unified TruePlay login 

The Trueplay platform provides a unified login. 

Once registered and after completing the KYC 

procedure, the user gets access to all projects 

from the platform marketplace. There is no need 

to create and remember different logins for 

different projects.

Convenient and fast payments using 

the WNC token

Deposits in any project are limited only by the 

balance on the player's wallet. Player no longer 

needs to split the payments and make several 

transactions for playing with large bets.

There is no access to the game statistics 

of individual games 

Operators and game providers do not publish full 

statistics of all games, thereby depriving players 

of the opportunity to analyze the real games 

results.
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Problems Solutions

Lack of trust in the outcome of the game

Players do not have the opportunity to check the 

integrity and impartiality of the results of the 

game. No one gives them such tools. It is widely 

believed that the casino can change the results 

of the game, for example, depending on the size 

of the bet, thereby forming a losing streak for 

the player. In reality, any gambling has 

a mathematical expectation of less than 100%, 

and gives the casino advantage over a long time 

period. But even a small percentage of dishonest 

establishments can form a negative information 

field throughout the industry.

A large number of fake brand games and brands

The problem of the existence of popular game 

providers' game copies and even entire operators 

brands is very acute. Operators and game 

providers invest huge amounts of money in 

licensing, building a brand and gaining trust from 

players. At the same time, as soon as the brand 

becomes popular, immediately there are copies 

of projects that are apparently indistinguishable 

from the originals, but with altered game 

mathematics and problems in paying out 

winnings. Such copies damage the reputation of 

brands, selecting a part of the audience that has 

faced fraud once, will never again trust the 

original project. Players themselves lose their 

money while waiting for fair play in a licensed 

casino.

Periodic problems with the availability of game 

content 

In conditions of a poor Internet connection, 

frequent connection breaks occur or the 

operator's server is not available at all. 

Instant payments

Winning payments become instant, and not 

limited in amount. The operators will no longer 

delay payments with various reasons - the 

Trueplay platform guarantees ALL payouts of 

winnings received during the game from operators 

connected to TruePlay. This will eliminate the need 

for long and complex documentation checks in 

each individual project, for all players on 

the Trueplay platform.

Game statistics

Full access to the game statistics for all time, 

both for their games, and for all operators' 

games. The player can be sure that the statistics 

are true and complete, since Trueplay receives 

it directly from the Game Provider, making it 

impossible for the operator to intervene.

Trueplay CDN

Availability of the project all over the world with 

the help of the Trueplay CDN solution,

highly efficient decentralized content 

delivery network.
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Problems Solutions

Expanding the audience

The main task that game providers face is to 

increase the turnover rates with the constant 

expansion of the player audience. At the moment, 

as a result of the certain slowness of large 

companies, the segment of players who want 

to play with cryptocurrencies is not completely 

covered.

Accessibility of game content

Maximum technical accessibility of the games, 

especially this is true for regions with a poor or 

unstable Internet connection.

Bureaucratic procedures for major brands

The slowness of large operators in terms of the 

integration of new games.

Expanding the audience 

Creation of a single game currency WinCoin will 

allow players to make payments in the crypto 

currency and play games from brands all over 

the world.

Trueplay Content Distribution Network

It allows players to receive content anywhere in 

the world, even without good Internet connection. 

Also protects the game provider from content 

copying. 

Unified integration

The operator gets access to the content through 

a single API. The integrating with it once, allows 

providers to include new games without any 

technical operations.

WEBMASTERS

There is no way to control the finals from 

attracted players

For affiliates, the operator is always a "black box" 

and potentially can distort gaming and financial 

statistics, in order to reduce the amounts of 

partner reward payments.

Detachment of attracted players

Over time, dishonest operators remove the 

player's affiliation to the affiliate who led the 

player into gaming. For the affiliate, it looks like 

the player just stopped playing. The operator, at 

the same time, ceases to pay the partner his 

reward and receives 100% of the profit.

Problems with receiving partners’ payments

The delay and curtailment of partner payments 

for any reason.

Transparency

Full transparency of the entire player life cycle on 

all Trueplay projects. No one can replace statistics 

or publish incomplete data of profit from a player. 

All transactions are tied to the partner from the 

moment of registration and forever through 

publication into the blockchain. This solution can be 

used not only in gambling projects, but also in 

multiplayer online games.

Payments

With the use of smart contracts Partner rewards 

are always paid in full and on time.

Access

The maximum availability of content around the 

world will maximizes the profit of the affiliate, and 

increases conversion rates which were previously 

difficult to achieve.

GAME PROVIDERS
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WINCOIN PAYMENT GATE & PLAYER KYC/AML COMPLIANCE

WinCoin Wallet is the shell of the ecosystem and the storage of tokens for its participants. After registering in 

WinCoin Wallet, user is granted with instant access to all projects that are connected to the TruePlay platform. 

The client undergoes the KYC procedure and no longer needs to send their data to every project in which he or 

she wants to play.

All mutual payments are carried out using the Ethereum WinCoin token, which is a unified game currency for 

the TruePlay ecosystem and corresponds to the ERC20 standard. 

The introduction of a unified game currency allows the insurance of full transparency of all settlements between 

all ecosystem participants (players, operators, game providers, webmasters).

GAME STATISTICS

TruePlay PlatformAffiliate

WinCoin 
Wallet

Game
Statistic
Agregator

Affiliate 
System

TruePlay
Validation
Software

TruePlay
Blockchain
Node

TruePlay High Performance Blockchain

Operator
Casino Site

Player
Game

 
Play

Game Events 
(BetWin) 

Proxy Flow

Game Events 
(BetWin) 
Proxy Flow

Verification
Proxy

Game Events 
Direct Flow

Registration/
Deposit/
Withdrawals

Attach player 
to partner

Affiliate profit

Game 
Provider

GameServer

Validation

Load Statistics 
(deposit/
withdrawals/games)

Transactions Published Statistics

TECHNOLOGIES

Game statistics and verification of game data received by Operators from the Game Provider's



TruePlay offers to increase the speed of the game, leaving all the logic of gaming transactions on the platform 

(offchain) servers, and blockchain to use as FairPlay system, publishing only a hash of a series of game rounds 

previously created for the player.

This approach, unlike approaches suggested in other projects in one form or another with the release in the 

blockchain with the RNG mechanisms or its initial seed, allows:

HONESTY CONTROL

Player to easily understand 

the FairPlay model 

of the game

Use well-proven methods 

of generating random 

numbers in the platform

To nullify the possibility 

of malefactors interference 

with the work of RNG

1 2 3
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To verify the payments which TruePlay takes on instead of the Operator, the platform must be sure that the 

payment requested from the Operator is not based on the data falsified by him. Since all payments within the 

platform are transparent, the only place for fraud is the Operator himself, who can change the player's account by 

any amount, justifying players’ winnings in the external gameplay provider.

The proposed scheme allows solution to this problem.

As a rule, the connection of an external game provider to the operator is made in accordance with the 

SeamlessWallet scheme, in which the amount on the player's account is not transferred to the game provider, but 

is requested by the game provider from the operator for each game session.

During the game there is a continuous stream of game events from the game provider to the operator, according 

to which the operator updates the player's account status (bet / win / refund, etc).

Participating as a proxy between the game provider and the operator, TruePlay platform will publish full or 

aggregated game statistics for each session of the game in TruePlayBlockchain, thereby providing the possibility 

of full verification of the winning.

The same information will be used by any platform service that needs such data (affiliate program services, ratings, 

tournaments, lotteries), downloading it from TruePlayBlockchain.

In order to neutralize the impact on the Operator's performance, the proxy will have the highest reliability and 

availability. To achieve the required level of reliability, cloud technologies will be applied. The number of servers 

processing traffic will dynamically change, adapting to the performance requirements.



The platform security is guaranteed by the inability to reverse the cryptographic hash of the series (it is impossible 

to get the series itself in an acceptable time from the hash) and the immutability of data in the blockchain will not 

allow companies to manipulate the game results.

This set of solutions allows to get the highest speed of the game, guarantees player the round result independence 

from his bet and to use a certified industry standards.
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Principle of honesty control:

Blockchain Publisher publishes 

a transaction in a blockchain 

with a hash included in it for 

the Hs series.

Blockchain Publisher extracts 

a series from the Encrypted 

Storage and calculates it’s 

hash Hs.

The series is stored into 

the Encrypted Storage

The transaction is stated in the next 

block, the commission is charged 

only once.

The series is completely formed in 

1 step and does not change later. 

It’s representation can easily be 

understood by the player. For roulette, 

for example, it is a line of  0; 23; 17; 35; 

11; 11; 0; ...; 1, supplemented with 

service data blocks for security 

purposes.

The player can see the hash of the Hs 

series and a link to an external service 

for viewing transactions (for example, 

Etherscan in the case of Ethereum), 

where he can make sure that the hash 

is fixed in the block and cannot be 

changed by the platform.

RNG *, certified according to the 

GLI-19 standard, creates for 

the player a completely finished 

series of game rounds for 

the given game.

Round by round the Game Engine 

retrieves the series data from 

the Encrypted Storage during 

the game, based on its payout 

per round.

The player makes bets, sees 

the result of the round and receives 

the winnings.

At the end of the series, the complete 

series information is extracted from 

Encrypted Storage, and becomes 

available to the player to verify.

1 2

4 3

5 6

8

9 10

7
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The player calculates the hash from the provided series and verifies that the hash matches the value he received at 

step 7 before he started betting. This means that the platform did not change the outcome of the round, 

depending on the bet.

A series of rounds are stored in the platform only in an encrypted storage and are never stored nor transmitted 

publically. For encryption, recognized industry standards (AES-256 and better) are used. All data transferred 

between the storage and the platform is protected on the network level using SSL.  

TRUEPLAY HIGH PERFORMANCE BLOCKCHAIN – TRUEPLAYBC 

Node Node Node

Main TruePlayBC Network

Node Node Node

Bitcoin

Anchoring

Operator 
Nodes

Game
Provider 
Nodes

Affiliate 
Nodes

High Volume Data Sidechain

Anchoring
and interconnect

Node Node Node

Ethereum

Anchoring

Operator 
Nodes

Game
Provider 
Nodes

Affiliate 
Nodes

Low Volume Data Sidechain

Anchoring
and interconnect

Operator 
Nodes

Game
Provider 
Nodes

Affiliate 
Nodes

Mid Volume Data Sidechain

Anchoring
and interconnect

The core of the TruePlay platform will be a high-performance blockchain, which will eliminate current bottlenecks 

associated with the number of transactions per second, their cost and the size of data published on the platform.
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TruePlay will be using TruePlayBC for the following purposes:

• Financial transactions with high speed - deposits and payments, payments to partners and merchants, 

  payments between operators and gaming providers, etc.

• Publishing and downloading full and aggregated data from gaming providers to verify platform payments.

• Publishing and downloading data for the affiliate program, including showcases, transfers, sign-ups, player 

  bindings, statistics and SmartContracts for partners' payments.

• Publishing, verifying, routing and distributed content delivery for the TruePlayAPK system.

Everyone, including operators, gaming providers, partners and individual users can participate in the TruePlayBC.

In order for anyone to access the information needed, without loading large volume data, TruePlayBC will have a 

hierarchical structure, sectioning, binding and verifying sidechains into a coherent tree structure accrording to the 

field of application. Gaming data (rounds, series checksums and statistics) will be separated from financial transactions 

and data for the affiliate program (display-transitions-registration). 

This will allow to flexibly scaling the system, achieving specified indicators in terms of performance and transaction 

costs. The choice of the consensus mechanism will be correlated with the specific tasks of the sidechains.

Linking the main chain (anchoring) to the main blockchain (non-reversible Blockchain such as Bitcoin) will ensure 

the integrity of the system as a whole and the impossibility of its falsification by the platform participants after 

publication.
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TRUEPLAY APK

Game
Providers

Operators Service DiscoveryCDN
Win Coin

Payment Service

Normal internet
TOXTOX TORTOR DNSDNS

Low coupling internet

Player Player Player
Payments Content

DNT/PEX

Content

Data

Payments

Player Player Player

No internet
(Lan, isolated segments) DNT/PEX

I2PI2P

True Play Platform

Block Chain

One of the most important problems for operators and game providers is delivery the content from game providers 

to the end users with taking into account a large number of pirated copies of content.

TruePlayAPK provides an SDK for PC / Android, allowing you to integrate the following platform services into 

the application:

• Authentification Service

• WinCoin Payment Services with which any application can get the opportunity to make calculations 

  using WNC

• Service Discovery for acquiring dynamic resource addresses    

• Dynamic P2P Routing. Each application becomes a full-fledged member of the P2P network, passing traffic 

  between nodes on the shortest possible path
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• CDN for downloading and cryptographic verification of content - customers can be sure that 

  the downloaded content belongs to the provider who has published it. The download speed is 

  will be maximized, as the Peer2Peer network distributes the download proses.

By combining these services, the application can organize the receipt of payments, receive up-to-date data for 

uploading resources, taking into account the current network connectivity, download resources from the nearest 

nodes and send requests over the P2P network.

Service Discovery

The most important component is Service Discovery in order to successfully accomplish these tasks. In general, 

the service is used to obtain information (links to downloads, URLs of current mirrors, host addresses for 

bootstrapping, etc.) in cases of low network connectivity.

In this case, techniques to obtain information bypassing inefficient segments are used:

            • Own DHT / PEX network

            • Anonymous P2P messengers: TOX, etc

            • Centralized services: IRC, DNS (including the pre-generated sequence of DNS names)

            • Distributed and anonymous networks: I2P, TOR

            • Proxy and tunneling:  DNS Tunnels, SOCKS proxy

            • P2P file sharing networks: Torrent, Magnet links, DHT, PEX

            • Combination of all the above listed techniques

To bypass the DPI, the change in traffic signatures is applied using these techniques:

             • TCP packets fragmentation  

             • TCP traffic obfuscation (see obfs4, the obfuscation layer for TCP protocols)

             • TCP traffic scrambling (see ScrambleSuit protocol)

             • Mimicry of traffic under P2P torrent traffic, VoIP, Skype, etc.

             • Dynamic P2P Routing

In conditions of low network connectivity or complete absence of the Internet, the key task is to find the route and 

transfer data in the peer-to-peer network outside the defective / isolated segment. This task is solved by building 

a DHT / PEX network based on the nodes involved in the platform. For effective bootstrapping, Service Discovery 

is used. This allows nodes to access platform services even in the absence of direct access to the Internet, provided 

that access is available from neighboring nodes.

Decentralized CDN

The combination of all the above techniques allows the delivery of the content published by game providers to 

the end users, distributing it to the nodes and downloading it at high speed from neighboring network nodes.
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AFFILIATE PROGRAM

To protect webmasters and ensure the transparency of all mutual payment, the TruePlay team is actively 

developing the affiliate program based on the benefits of blockchain technologies and smart contracts. Using the 

affiliate program TruePlayPartners will make it impossible to manipulate the attracted players.

Participants of the affiliate program will receive fully automated mutual payment system. The operator can’t in 

any way affect the payment process or change the balance or statistics of the player.

WHITELABEL

Combining all the platform segments described above, the operator receives a high-grade and ready-to-use 

product. Gamingtec launched the first pilot project https://fairplay.io, which is completely based on TruePlay 

technologies. Based on TruePlay technologies, the first FairPlay.io project has already been launched. This 

demonstrates the work of the platform.

The operator FairPlay.io is the Gamingtec Company, which received a license to organize gambling in the 

Kanawakee gaming commission. TruePlay provides Gamingtec services under the Software license agreement and 

technical support services agreement.

Project FairPlay.io demonstrates the work of the following technologies:

WinCoin Wallet (http://wallet.trueplay.io), with the functionality of:  1
• WinCoin Wallet Authorization and registration with WinCoin Wallet

• Ability to view the status of the wallet, balance, history of operations

• Purchase of WinCoin for Bitcoin and Ethereum cryptocurrencies

• Transfer WinCoin to another wallet

• API for automatic authentication with wallet

• API for automatic transfer and withdrawal of WinCoin

• KYC & AML user verification

Honesty control using blockchain:2
• Creating games series

• Publication of the series hash in the Ethereum blockchain system

• Module for tracking the progress of the game and its status

• Integrated Game Provider: Spinomenal 

• Functionality for series management (series stop, preliminary creation of a series)

WinCoin Wallet Authorization and registration with WinCoin Wallet3

WinCoin Instant WinCoin transfer and withdrawal4
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TruePlay

The princip of 

RNG+Blockchain

1. The client and server generate data for 

RNG (RNG Seed), the resulting seed 

consists of 2 parts - the client and 

the server.

1. The server generates data for RNG 

(RNG Seed), consisting of the only one 

part, the server seed.

4. At the end of the session, the series is 

decrypted and stored in clear form and is 

available to all for the verification.

These differences result to an increase in 

speed and safety.

2. The server forms the entire series of 

outcomes (dropped numbers) and 

publishes only the hash of the series into 

the blockchain. The series itself is stored 

in EncryptedStorage and is not available 

to the player.

3. The game process is performed only 

on the server, where the game engine 

retrieves the next outcome (dropped 

number) of the series from 

EncryptedStorage, processes the bets 

and immediately sends the winnings to 

the player's account.

2. The API SmartContract method is 

applied and both Seeds are passing to it.

SmartContract creates a session on the 

blockchain, blocks the resources, and 

sends the transaction to the blockchain. 

RNG seeds are stored in the blockchain 

hashes. They will be later used to form 

the series in the future.

4. At the end of the session, a signal is 

sent to SmartContract. SmartContract 

checks the hash chains that are used to 

generate the dropped number, performs 

verification, processes rates and pays 

the balance to the player.

3. The game process runs in parallel on 

the server and on the client, getting 

the final RNG based on the hash chain 

from the composite Seed for each round. 

Payment to the wallet is not made for 

the each round.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

Criterion Other existing platforms
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Criterion Other existing platforms TruePlay

Among three places:  the client, the server 

and SmartContract. This is a problem, 

because once you need to write 

something more complicated than 

roulettes, for example poker, you'll need 

to implement a poker hand evaluator

(hand evaluator) to compare the power 

level of the given combination in three 

places in different languages. And all this 

can and will contain errors.

So, in case of an error in the evaluator, the 

client and the server can have different 

interpretations of the outcome even with 

the same RNG!

Only the server.

In comparison with the rest, this method 

minimizes the number of errors.

For example, for poker, once written 

hand evaluator can be tested on all 

combinations using a set of tests and 

used for all games.

Distribution of game 

logic and 

the probability of 

occurring errors

The ability to 

influence the RNG 

by manipulating 

part of the seed

Yes.

Since the client part of the RNG seed is 

created locally on the player's machine, it 

can be modified in a special way to 

weaken the quality of the resulting RNG.

Everything depends on the quality of 

implementation, but nobody saw or 

tested the implementation.

No.

Since only server is responsible for 

the RNG seed, malefactor cannot 

intervene in its work. In addition, 

hardware RNG can later be used, which 

cannot be fully achieved in other 

platforms, since clients platforms are 

used and there is simply no such 

possibility.

Client's ability to 

perform on 

multiplatform.

No.

The current implementation of the main 

competitors is dependent on the 

third-party plug-in, MetaMask, which 

provides an interface for accessing 

the Ethereum network for the application. 

The plugin exists only for Google Chrome. 

In case of the plug-in stopped working, 

the client will not be able to work.

Yes.

The client does not depend on third-

party plug-ins and OS and can be 

launched in any modern browser, 

including a mobile device.
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Criterion Other existing platforms TruePlay

Restricted. Yes. The server is written in Java and can 

be run on a wide range of platforms.

Server's ability 

to perform on 

multiplatform.

Completeness of 

the mechanism 

description in the 

WhitePaper for 

guaranteeing fair play

Not fully described in the documentation. 

From the information provided even a 

technically literate person cannot 

understand the mechanism of honesty 

guaranty.

Fully described in section 4.

Prototype presence Yes A full-fledged project is available at 

https://fairplay.io 

RNG work 
description

Described extremely superficially, 

the details are protected. 

Not certified, not tested.

Fully described and presented in the 

form of source codes and compiled 

libraries. Tested and certified by GLI-19, 

the certificate is attached to the code.

Number of 

blockchain 

transactions per 

game session

1. Random Number 

   Generation+SmartContract

2. Verifies the session

Transaction with Series Hash and other 

useful information (player id, series id, 

game, etc).

The player's ability 

to verify the game 

honesty in MVP

Absent.

At the moment, ShowCase does not 

contain any interfaces that explain and 

show the player the impossibility of 

fraud during the game.

Available

https://fairplay.io includes all the means 

for player to verify the the platform 

honesty. Before the game starts, the 

interface displays a hash of the series and 

a link to EtherScan, where the player can 

view the block and the transaction 

containing the hash of the series. After 

the series end, player has an initial 

sequence of outcomes, for which the hash 

was calculated. The player can calculate 

the hash on the History page on the MVP 

website, in external independent services 

or standalone programs.
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Criterion Other existing platforms TruePlay

No. 

During the game, requests are sent to 

both SmartContracts and the server.

No. 

During the game, requests are sent to 

both the blockchain and the server.

Fully decentralized 

system

TOKEN SALE

TruePlay considers the WinCoin's participation in the full cycle of mutual payments: 

• Instant transfer and withdrawal of funds

• Payments with affiliates

• Payments with game-providers

• Payments with operators

TOKEN LOGIC

70,000,000 tokens will be issued. The distribution of the project's tokens is planned as follows:

• 60% Token sale 

• 20% reserve for the team, consultants and partners

• 19% TruePlay reserve

• 1% Bounty

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

30% 
Operational 

activities

20% 
Development

30%  

Резерв TruePlay

20% 
Marketing

TruePlay being the copyright owner of the software, will provide licenses for the use of software products to 

licensed gaming companies under the Software license agreement & technical support services agreement. 

For which the companies will be charged license fees, transactions fees and other types of fees that will be set 

individually for each project connected to the platform.

FINANCIAL PLAN

Price policy and system of discounts:

SOFT CAP=3000 ETH              HARD CAP=43000 ETH

BONUSES AND STAGES OF SALE

WinCoin Early Sale

1й этап WinCoin Token Sale

2й этап WinCoin Token Sale

3й этап WinCoin Token Sale

1300 WNC / 1.2 ETH

1200 WNC / 1.2 ETH 

1100 WNC / 1.2 ETH 

1000 WNC / 1.2 ETH 
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A number of functions are already implemented, which shows the capabilities of the platform:

WinCoin Wallet

• The core of WinCoin Wallet is developed 

• ETH Payments are integrated 

• BTC Payments are integrated 

• Smart contract for the release and management of WNC and WEB interface for managing a smart 

  contract were developed

• An API for deposit and payment of funds from WinCoin Wallet to merchants (casinos, stores, etc) has 

  been developed 

• Custom WEB interface for WinCoin Wallet  

• Registration / user authorization, basic KYC policy 

• API for registration and authentication with WinCoin Wallet in external projects has been developed

 MVP development

• The core of the MVP casino running with blockchain technology has been developed.

• Functions of publishing the hash series into the blockchain, stopping the series and generating the series 

  were developed.

• Generating and integrating a series for roulette 

• Generating and integrating a series for slots 

• Generating and integrating a series for video poker 

• API for deposit and payment of funds with WinCoin Wallet in MVP has been developed.

• Integrated games from Game Provider: Spinomenal

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Q1 2018

Finalization of the Web application of the wallet for working with WinCoin (WNC)

The first Trueplay presentation at the largest ICE 2018 profile exhibition, London.

Development of a mobile wallet application for working with WinCoin (WNC)

Testing and WNC clients auditing 

Implementing the API for connecting operators to the Trueplay platform  

Integration of payments and winnings payments using Wincoin in poker room PokerDom.com

Launch of the Fairplay.io. This is the first project on the Trueplay platform. The project was developed  

in partnership with Gamingtec and is licensed to conduct gambling, issued by Kanawakee gaming 

comission. The project will connect the games of leading game providers to the platform: Evolution 

Gaming, Quickspin, Microgaming, Netent, Yggdrasil, PragmaticPlay.

ROADMAP

ALREADY IMPLEMENTED
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Q2 2018

Preparing for PCI-DSS certification

Conducting Token Sale 

Designing and development of own blockchain: collecting requirements, tools selecting and creating 

project documentation.

Development of a module for verifying game data coming from the game provider 

Publishing game transactions and statistics to the blockchain

Design and construction of hi-load hardware complex, in order to ensure uninterrupted operation of 

the verification module.

WNC listing on stock exchanges

Q3 2018

PCI-DSS standard certification process

Integration of the games from third-party Game Providers into the platform

Own blockchain development

Integration of reception of basic altcoyins into wincoin wallet

Documents submission for obtaining licenses required 

Connecting operators to the Trueplay platform  

Wincoin Wallet integration with crypto-currencies exchanges 

Creation of the network-wide jackpots with different prize pools for different games / betting ranges 

using smart contracts

Launching the support service for users of the venues on the Trueplay platform

Q4 2018

Release the beta version of the own blockchain and test the full functionality of the platform 

Integration of games from third-party Game Providers into the platform 

Realization of various tournaments on the Trueplay platform 

Development and implementation of the affiliate program using WNC and distribution of funds through 

Smart Contracts 

Obtaining licenses  

Getting a PCI-DSS certificate
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Q1 2019

Start of commercial operations on own blockchain 

Development of an API for connecting projects to the Trueplay affiliate program 

Adding lottery games (keno, bingo, scratch lottery)

Integration into the platform games from third-party Game Providers 

Q2-4 2019

Integration into the Sportsbook platform 

Development and launch of the commercial Trueplay APK 

Connecting operators to the Trueplay platform

Further filling the platform with quality content

TEAM

OLEKSIY MAGERAMOV – CEO

International Business education. Law education. First commercial project started in 2002.  

In 2008 became a co-founder of a software company.

 

NIKITA ROGOVIY – Head of programming

Exceptional mathematic skills, 7 years of experience in commercial gambling platforms 

development.

 STANISLAV MAKARCHUK – CTO

The one of the pioneers of gambling development in CIS countries.

First gaming project developed in 2002.  In 2008 became a co-founder of a software company.

DMITRIY SHVETS – CIO

VC investor and entrepreneur, venture capital and management consulting expert, early investor 

in 39 tech startups operating worldwide, contributed to further portfolio companies successful 

fundraising from Greycroft Partners, Andreessen Horowitz, Metamorphic Ventures, and FJ Labs.

OLEKSII RAGOZIN – COO

With more than 6 years in the COO position at a European gambling company, Alex now provides 

all the expertise gained in the field to help TruePlay build the product that's bound to change 

gambling industry.

RODION BESEDIN – Blockchain architect

Blockchain enthusiast since 2010, Experienced in programming, huge background in operation 

and administration of enterprise level Mission critical systems.
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GR CRYPTO – Fundraising advisor

DENIS DMITRENKO

VC investor @GRCapital, Director @GRCrypto, Advisor Bouxtie San-Francisco, management 

consulting & investment management expert. 

MAX FILIPPOV

Principal @GRCapital, Director @GRCrypto, private investor, investment management and 

corporate finance expert.

JULIA VOLYANSKA

Advisor at @GRCrypto. Marketing Communications professional with experience in top 

international PR agencies and media outlets.  

ADVISORY BOARD

  SAPAR KARYAGDYYEV – Managing Director of Gamingtec

Over 10 years experience in online gambling industry. Launched and managed multiple gambling 

projects accross the world. Founder of Gamingtec – a B2B software company.

CONTACT INFORMATION 

trueplay.io

wallet.trueplay.io

fb.com/TruePlayinfo

twitter.com/TruePlayinfo

t.me/trueplay

medium.com/@TruePlayInfo

 CEO of Betlab in the past, a company that specializes in software development for ILIA STRAH

sports betting and iGaming platforms. He has a strong background in Product Marketing and a 

decade’s worth of Affiliate & Digital Marketing experience.

 DAVID KICKS – Expert on Internet Gambling and tech/media startups

Business Development specialist & veteran of the European Gambling market. Co-Founder 

St Minver 2003 sold to GTECH 2008 Extensive global experience across all aspects of gambling, 

including helping establish EasyPaymentGateway 2014.
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